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Details of Visit:

Author: sexytommy1
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 26 Oct 2013 20:30
Duration of Visit: 60 Minutes
Amount Paid: 250
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Max's Angels
Website: http://www.maxeslondonescorts.co.uk
Phone: 02071000300

The Premises:

Clean, Rio was good host shower wine towel etc

The Lady:

One of the best things of a pornstar escort is that you know exactly what they will look like. I
recommend a Google search

For the strange people that cant use Google she is mixed race beauty all the best features of Latina
Asian and European all rolled into one. Nice ass, toned body (maybe not quite the perfect waste as
Julia but still very good shape. Big fake tits ( I was in the mood for big tits)

The Story:

First A bit of a gripe about the booking process, this really has been the only fault I have found with
Max's to date but it seems to be a recurring them. I booked on Thursday with no problems. When I
called on Saturday to confirm the lady on reception didn't seem to be able to find my booking. I
explained when I booked etc but still no record. Anyway I asked whether 8.30PM was still ok and
was told she wouldn't be available then. She mentioned 10pm. I could have done this but wouldn't
have been ideal. After the lady then suggesting 8.15PM the lady on the phone checked again and
suddenly 8.30 was ok. (very odd really but ultimately this is poor organisation ) Repeated my
requests that I had made on the Thursday when I first made the booking.

Turned up just before 8.30, met by Rio hiding behind the door so no one else would see her. Very
friendly, very sexually suggestive. She didn't come across a

This was a strange meeting for me because me overall feeling is one of disappointment but I am
unsure as to whether it is anything to do with Rio. I am therefore leaving a positive review but I was
a bit on the fence- think I have to give her the benefit of the doubt as I think a neutral or negative
review would be unfair.
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We started with a quick kiss. I am a little embarrassed as I thought my nose had started to run just
before we kissed and she seemed to withdraw from the kiss a little (I wouldn't blame her if this was
the case but I am not even sure if she notcied. I felt that throughout the meeting she didn't fully
commit to the french kissing in the same way as Julia had done in my previous visit to Max's. She
seemed to kiss for a second or two and then move her head out of reach or close her mouth
Unfortunately I don't know whether this was down to the earlier incident or whether it is just how she
is with kissing.

After some kissing on sofa she gave me a really go deep blow job. She does this very well with lots
of eye contact ball licking, and went down further for some rimming as well.

We went into the bedroom and I licked her pussy and ass. I would say Rio is a bit of a slow burner.
Some girls seem to get very quickly but it seemed to take some time with Rio. But once she does
get wet she is very wet. Some 69 and fingering. She said that if I carried on doing what I was doing
she would squirt, I told her I would love her to squirt on my face. So we went into the kitchen (wood
flooring). She crouched over me and let it pour. She doesn't just quirt she gushes, she absolutely
covered me and I licked her pussy whilst she was doing it. Her juices tasted great, different to the
normal pussy taste (and certainly not pee) She then sat on the kitchen counter and squirted again.
There was so much I even choked, I was dripping wet. This was my first real squirting experience (
My GF kind of did it once but only a small amount)

After drying myself off we moved to the bedroom for some Deepthroat facefucking. She matched
anything that Isabel or Julia had done but she couldn't make my dick disappear if you know what I
mean.

After quite a while I asked to cum on her face. She got off the bed onto her knees. She liked
however to maintain control of where I was going to cum by holding my dick firmly level with her
mouth. I was not a big fan of this at all because when I cum on a girls face I like to shoot
everywhere but she was certainly trying to limit my scope to do this. She said she needed to make
sure it didn't go in her eyes (no one wants pink eye lol) but she could have just closed her eyes
IMHO. I probably resisted her direction as much as I thought I could without making an issue of it
(after all nothing kills the mood more than disagreeing with a girl over something you want to do). I
must say I came quite hard (I try and save it up for a few days before an escort visit as it makes for
better facials) I covered round her mouth and chin and some on her cheeks. A very nice sight
indeed.

A wipe with some baby wipes and we were both good as new. Had another glass of wine and
rested for a few minutes.

I was really looking forward to fucking her Pussy and Ass. Rio asked whether I would like to extend
my time. I didn’t like her asking this because it made me feel cheap by saying no. I am not rolling in
money but like to treat myself within a budget. The biggest problem was that it made me conscious
of time. However a few moments later I kind of understood why she had asked.

We went into the bedroom and I realized it was already 9.10. The time went so quick. I Only had 20
minutes to fuck her Pussy and Ass -didn’t seem likely. The problem was that I couldn't get hard
again. I have never had this problem before, ) I can usually cum 2 or 3 times in an hour. This has
been on my mind a lot since Saturday . I think the problem was I felt pressurized to get hard again
quick because of the time. I assume that Rio had realized the time which was why she asked if I
wanted to extend so afterwards I understood why she had asked so again I would give her the
benefit of the doubt.

I played with her ass a little and used a toy, got somewhat of a semi and put condom on. Fucked
her missionary for a few minutes but couldn't stay hard. I think Rio could see how frustrated this had
made me (I am still frustrated lol) Rio said I had started to over think it which is probably true.
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Gave up finished my wine and Jumped in the shower.

I am left feeling that I left a football match at half time I had ready and willing pornstar in front of me
and fucked her for about a minute. Disappointing doesn't cover it!

I am torn between writing it off as one of those things or booking her again to finish the job and
really give her a pounding
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